show lights and side lights...  

by bill irwin

showing the effect of the party lights on the performers and audience.

northampton performance  

a triumph for tech show

smith girls give great applause to budding  

engineer actors when they present "the purple dragon" at northampton

spring concert in walker draws crowd

four hundred couples exclaim over beautifully decorated hall—musical clubs establish precedent

only thirteen dances given

with the packing of the crowds yesterday from the spring concert at walker, the management of the affair expressed its entire approval at its success. never again will few those who voted their enthusiastic approval having one of the highest of the tea in walker have to be half but that thought that the planter was ideal. with the whole building devoted to the occasion, there was no difficulty experienced in handling the four hundred or more couples.

great credit is due to n. w. thompson, general manager of the combined tuition and services.

500 couples dance under faculty eye

tea and reception in walker
draws crowd of undergraduates—visitors—faculty members

great music features

not to be outdone in providing entertainment for the students junior week, the institute gave a tea and reception for the members of the junior class, and those others of the student body, and their partners, who were attending the festivities of junior week. they chose the walker building for the place to hold this, the entire first two floors being reserved. the affair lasted from two until six. the committee in charge satisfied the number of people who attended and provision was made to accommodate five hundred persons attending.

first panel bombs w. w. quares, jr., jr.

first panel reports of bombs w. w. quares, jr., jr.
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